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THE MATTER COMES BEfORE THE COURT FOR: 

Court Officer: 

Allltnded 602/707 pet i tion filed FEBRUARY 17, 1998. 
THIS IS THE TIME PREVIOOSLY SCIIE.DULED fOI JUYeNllE 707 HEAlltiG 111 TilE AICWE EllflTLEO CRIIUIIAl MATTER. 
(HEARING RESUMES) 9:04AM· CWRT COIIVEJiES WITH All PAUlES AS NDTT£D A80VE PRESENT IN CWRT. tclURT AND 
ClliNSEL DISCUSS PEOPLE'S EXHIBIT "63" (VIDEO TAPE Of AARON ll. IIITERVIE\c') 
9 : 06AM· OEfE~SE (MICHAEl C) PRESENTS ClOSING ARGUMENT. 
9:55AM· COURT IS IN RECESS. 
10:15»4· COURT CONVENES IIITH All PA1HI£S PIIESEIIT. DEfENSE (MltOII !1.) PRESEitTS tLOSIIIG AAQJMEIIT. 
11 : 17AH- PEOPLE PRES£11T REBUTTAl ARGUMENT. 
11:41AH· WJRT IS Ill RECESS. . 
11 :49AM• COORT CONVENES WllH Al.t PARTIES AS IIOfED ABOVE I'UstNf IN CQJIT. THE COUitl O.OERS THAT MINOR IE 
RElEASEll ON OWN RECOGNIZAIICf ~EHB&~S T8 1Al IN lKE SUPfRIQR CWRT. All PARtiES ARE TO APPEAR 011 SAID OATE AND 
TfKE Ill DEPARTMENT 59 FOR ARR l G T. . - • 
12 : 12PK· CClURT IS Ill RECESS. 
1:36·1 :41PH· UNREPORTED CHAHBERS CONFEREUCE MELD WITH ALL OOUWSEL , PROBATION OFFICER LINDA DAVIDSON AND 
CHRIS ANTON (ODA) . KIHDR IS PRESENT IN TKf COURTR~. 
1:41 · 2: 15PM· REPORTED CIWCSERS CJ:lNFERENCE WITH ~LL COUNSEL, PROBATION OFFICU LINDA DAVIDSON 4NO CHRIS ANTON 
(00A) . 

THE COURT FINDS: 

3:03PM· COURT CONVENES WITH ALL PARTIES AS NOTED ABOV£ PRESEIIT . CCIJl!T AND COUNSEL OISOJSS: O.R. RELEASE, 
COURT OATES AND SUPERYI~ ION . 
CCJURT'S EXHIBIT (3)· 8 BOOKLETS OF TRANSCRIPTS CONSloa£0 BY THE CCUaT (AARON H. OffiiiT!OM KEAitiNG ANO 
MINORS lNlERVIEUS, ATTACHED TO POINTS AND AUTHORITIES) , MARKED FOR IDEWTIFICATJON. 
CaJRT'S EXHIBIT (4) · 3 RING BINDER COIISIOERED BY THE CCIJRT, FilED 011 IEMALF OF MICHAEL C. (ATTACKED TO 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES), MARKED FOR IDENTIFICATION. 

Tllf CCURT ORDERS: 

3:03PM· J UVCllllE PR08ATIOII HOME SUPatVISIOII BEGIN u>011 REl~SE FRCII 111SlDDY ~ TO COIIT~'Y.I AFlj&~ 
ARBAlGNMEIIT. MINOR TO ACCOfiPAJIY ATTORNEY ATTRIDGE TO JUVENILE MALL FOR PROCESSING AND EllliG Cll I Cit 

"'WP oHitE!fs. MINOR, PAREIIfS AND COOIISEl AGREE TO CON01TIOIIS Of O.R . RELEASE. 
THE COURT IIAVUIG COiiSIDERE.O THE FACTS PRESE.NT£0, f i NDS SAJD PERSOII UliFif FOR IXlNSU)ERATlDN UJjOER JUVEMILE 
COORT lAW PI!OCEEOINGS. SAID PERSOII IS FOUNO TO BE UNDER 14 YEAJIS OF AGE 011 OlDER AT TilE TtltE THE AlLEGED 
OffENSE OCCURRED. THE FINDING IS PURSUANT TO WIC707( 8 )(1). 
TKE DISTRICT ATTORNEY SHALL REFER KtMOR, JOSHUA DAVlO TREADWAY TO TME AP~OPRIATE PROSECUTING OFFICER FOR 
PROSEC1JTIOII UllOER THE APPLICA&lE STATUTE OR ORDINANCE . SAID PERSON SHALL APPEAR FOR -Ail.RAIGIIMENT PROCEEDINGS 
~ITMIN 48 JUDICIAL HOURS AS DIRECTED BY THE COijRT. -
3:12PM· COURT IS ADJOURNED. 

The matter is set for ADJUDICATION HEAR ING (98996} on AUGUST 17, 1998 at 3:00 PM i n Dept. $09. til nor i s 
o rdered t o return. 
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** RO~ DRAFT ** ROUGH DRAFT ** ~GB DRAFT ** 

SAH DIEGO. CALIFQRINA; TBURSDAJ, 8/13/98; 11:45 A.M. 

- COURT'S FINDINGS -

THE COURT: All right. Everyone is again 

present. 

I'm going to cut to the chase and give you the 

6 ruling within a sentence because we have waited long 

7 enough. 

8 I find that the people have established a prima 

9 facie case. ~ will release all three minors on their own 

10 recognizance pending trial in the superior court. I find a 

11 strong suspicion. It is a low level of a legal standard. 

12 It is nowhere near beyond a reasonable doubt. If this were 

13 a court trial, these boys would be not guilty. This is a 

14 detention hearing. I have a legal standard I must satisfy 

15 and I must say that I find it. I find nothing more. 

16 Now, let me indicate to you that I have listened 

17 to counsel. I have never heard such brillia.nt arquments by 

18 the people and by the defense. This is truly a work of 

19 professionalism and art that has been pre.sented to me. 

20 Let me indicate that I cannot possibly in even a 

21 day tell you the amount of analysis that I have gone 

22 through on this case. · I have spent nights, at 3:00 a.m. in 

23 analyzing this evidence. I have cross-referenced it . I 

24 have gone back through it. I have read and reread the 

25 transcripts, looked at the videotape3 until I'm blue. 

26 I cannot sit here and analyze .for everyone's 

27 satisfaction all the things that went into the final 

28 conclusion, but I'm goinq to pick a couple of things just 
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1 simply to give you an idea of the types of thought I've put 

2 into the case. 

3 Number one, with respect t o Aaron an~ Joshua's 

4 

5 

6 

undercover phone call, that is a key piece in th.s case, I 

believe. On first blush, it is damming to both of the 

boys. On second blush and third blush, the analysis that 

7 comes out by Mr. Mcinnis begins to take effect and you 

B begiu to see how there could be an innocent explanation for 

9 that phone call, but I have enough for a prima facie case, 

10 quite frankly, on that phone call to then go back into 

11 Josh's statement and to lend enough reliability toget~er 

12 with some other circumstantial evidence to say there's 

13 · enough for the st-ong suspicion. 

14 Now, I want to look at the words "kill kill." 

15 I'm picking this as an example of something that disturbs 

16 me, and I would like counsel to look briefly at some of the 

17 exhibits. I have copies here. So let me ask one of the 

18 bailiffs, if I could, to give this to you. 

19 All right. What we have on Exhibit 26, which 

20 would be the copies of the film we have, are the two words 

21 "kill kill" at the top and then the known handwriting of 

22 ?tichael Crowe. As you know, the court can make its own 

23 analysis. Any trier of fact can analyze handwriting, and 

24 it is not restricted to accepting expert opinion or 

25 rejectin9 it. This is by the Evidence Code as well as case 

26 law. 

27 Now, K is an interesting letter because it has 

28 three strokes or two strokes , typically. It has a lot in 
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1 it to analyze. I's and L's are less so. Look at those two 

2 words "kill kill," they are significantly alike. Whoever 

3 wrote that on the windowsill, wrote that one person. You 

4 can see by the incredible likeness there. This was most 

s likely a right-handed person. Aaron is left-handed. 

6 Now, this right-handed person does a significant 

7 thing in the K. They have approximately a 90-degree angle 

a bet'lreen the vertical line and the line that com.es out. 

9 That is not really a typical kind of a mark. It is a 

10 three-stroke K. Despite the smallness of the letter, it is 

11 in three strokes rather than t.wo , which would be the 

12 typical little duck bill that somebody might put on a small 

13 letter . 

14 The li ... e at the bottom slashes litet·ally through 

15 the vertical line and goes to the bottom. The horizontal 

16 line doesn't meet the vertical line. Now, look at 

17 Michael's distinctive K's. He has a distinct angle that is 

18 not a right angle. That bottom squiggle comes down in a 

19 curl from that other line, and all of his K's are alike. 

20 His I's and his L's curve to the right. And all of the L's 

21 on this page have a curl at the bottom besides curling to 

22 the right. You will notice that the L on the first ''kill" 

23 on the windowsill goes to ·the left. You will also notice 

24 that the ''I" goes lower than the K on both of the known 

25 "kill kill's." That is not true of Michael's. 

26 Now, I went through all of Michael's apparent 

27 known writing to look for any other "k's," "i's," "l's" 

28 that would establish that he wrote the "kill kill," and I 
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1 came across the s econd page that I have given to you, and 

2 there is a remarkable similarity here, and I could not 

3 reconcile how that could be, that Michael c ould produce 

4 these two different "k's." Look at the "k" under "killed" 

5 on the far left of the second page. A 90-degr ee angle, 

6 three strokes. Look at the "i" going to the lower of the 

7 

8 

9 

10 

"k." Look at the other -- where 

spots, because l've put stickies 

underneath the word "builds" the 

first consonant . Committee, the 

11 "m." Okay. 

you'll see those blank 

there, ~.rou • re going to 

uiu goea low ~fter that 

.. i .. goes low after the 

12 There's another "k" under "kill" to the far 

see 

13 right. And now look up to the upper right~hand corner of 

14 this page, this ~~ not Michael's page. This is another 

15 boy. Someone else wrote this , and I won't use the name. 

16 So much for the "kill kill." 

17 The entry into the house . There was an open 

18 sliding gl ass door ~n the parents' bedroom. Richard Tuite 

19 was in that neighborhood at that night. The evidence more 

20 than strongly suggests that he was at the bottom of that 

21 hill staring up . The clothing description with the red and 

22 t he white or the yellow is unmistakable. Someone•s height 

23 would he unlikely to be determined from that car going 

24 along that road. It is consistent with the timing of 

25 Richard Tuite being in the area. 

26 It is also remarkably consistent in description 

27 to Richard Tuite, the known Richard Tuite, five days later 

28 be outside the Best Western Motel star at the motel. 
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l What would Richard Tuite have done? Richard Tuite, true to 

2 his MO, would have knocked on the doorr the most available 

3 door. Nobody answered. Richard Tuite would then 90 around 

4 the back because that's what Richa~d Tuite did. When he 

s went around the back, Stephanie's curtains were open. 

6 There is also evidence in the reports given to 

7 me that Richard Tuite or someone who looked like Richard 

a Tuite was following her. Be would then go around and find 

9 an opening and an opening would be the sliding glass door. 

10 Now, the chink in this armor is that Richard 

11 Tuite is a bull in.· a china shop, but then we have to 

12 contrast that with the fact that the alternative is, under 

13 the people ' s theory, that three boys entered the house, had 

14 a conversation, washed a knife off~ dumped · a drawer onto 

15 the floor and killed the girl and they didn't wake anybody 

16 else up, but Richard Tuite would have. And I sugges t you 

17 can't rationally draw that distinction. 

18 There was no Fluorescein done to the sliding 

19 glass door. There was no Fluorescein, as I understand, 

20 done on the door that supposedly the boys would have 

21 entered. Michael Crowe has Fluorescein on his shoes, but 

22 that doesn ' t lead me anywhere b~cause those shoes were in 

23 the living room. According to the grandmother, the parents 

24 and the grandmother had tramped through the blood. Tramped 

25 that through the house and we don't know if they then 

26 trapped it into the living room where he then stepped on it 

27 with one little spot. 

28 Bad he had bloody hands, they would have been in 
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1 that sink and that sink would have fluoresced on the dishes 

2 somewhere or on the faucets, but inst~ad, the evidence I 

3 have, is that it generally fluoresced all over just through 

4 the stainless steel. But there were dishes in both sides 

s of that sink and this lifvre would have splashed somewhere 

6 in those dishes, in the court's understanding. There would 

7 have also been fluorescence all over his bed sheets if he 

a had pulled on the shoes and probably again back on that 

9 door. 

10 The people have suggested that looks play into 

11 this. Looks don't because I have seen the sweetest faces 

12 in here commit the worst crimes in the world so that has no 

13 sway with me, nor does the fact the court has had food 

14 brought in to the boys bear on anything. I've done t hings 

15 like that for people iu front of me and keep in mind I 

16 initially denied the request for the food until a couple 

17 days into the trial. Normally I don't pay too much 

18 attention to looking, but I actually looked and realized 

19 they had to have some extra. That doesn't play into this 

20 as all. 

21 I want to address something that Ms. Stephan 

22 said that in Michael ' s statement he came up with something 

23 that can't be explained by coercion, and that is Aaron is 

24 evil. I looked back through that on that specific point to 

25 trace it through and what I found is this: that the 

26 detectives have been working on Aaron for a long time 

27 and -- excuse me -- on Michael for a long time and they 

28 came to the spot where they began to ask him about his 
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1 relationship with his sister and they were beginning to 

2 twist him about this relationship, and this is what 

3 unfortunately leads to, I think, so much error .$.n the case 

4 is the twisting that went on to take something that looked 

5 normal and then twisted a little bit. And once you have & 

6 chink, you move in and you twist it a little more, then 

7 keep twisting it a litt~e more. 

8 Here was the sequence that went down with that. 

9 They asked Michael whether he ever did anything nice for 

10 his sist.er and whether he had ever stood up for her, and he 

11 was searching for - - you could see this happening, he was 

12 searching for things he had done somethinq nice for her and 

13 where be could sh~w that he did love her a~d had done 

14 something good for her. And the detectives finally said, 

15 well, have you ever had to stand up for her against 

16 anybody? Bas anybody done anything to her or said anything 

17 to her that you actually came to her defense? And he first 

18 mentions a qirl -- I think whose name was Jenna that had 

19 said some things and he'd come to her defense. And he's 

20 searching some more. They are prodding some more and he 

21 comes up with, well, Aaron had said~ have you killed her 

22 yet, and I didn't like that. Okay. 

23 I defy as to know any kid who at some point has 

24 not said, I'm going to kill my sister. It's a point, yes. 

25 The people have a point that if it's carried too far, 

26 that's something important. If the fantasy games are 

27 carried too far, that's something important ~ If the 

28 weapons are carried too far, that's something important. 
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1 And that's something that a jury will have to decide, 

2 whether that line was crossed and, yes, I do have a concern 

3 in t hat a~ea that we went over the bounds, but you can't 

4 get too carried away with thi s because as you w&tch how 

5 this was worked on and worked on and each thing was 

6 exploited as it went by the detectives, they took sol\ething 

7 normal and began to turn and twi st. 

8 Aaron gives me problems. I will admit he has 

9 abnormal reactions. Be did not respond the way I would 

10 have expected under certain conditions, but he also has an 

11 ~bnormal life experience in teaching so you have to weigh 

12 that int o the mix. It gives me troubles. 

13 At any : ate. So once Michael had said that 

14 Aaron had said these things, now he's got that statement 

15 out there and the next thing he follows up with, that was a 

16 terrible thing to do to my sister, that was awful; Aaron's 

17 an evil boy, and then we were off and running. 

18 Every time I started to look at something t hat 

19 the boys gave up in the terms of admitting something, you 

20 could find the trail qoinq back through and watch it 

21 happen. 

22 Now, I want to, for illustration purposes only, 

23 talk about briefly why these confessions/admissions are so 

24 troublesome, and this is only an illustration. You have 

25 to -- anybody would have to take these things and look at 

26 them as a whole. You cannot pick out bits and pieces. Any 

27 side could take these things and pull out a page or pull 

28 out a part and say, see, that illustrates my point . You 
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1 have to look at the whole thing and weigh it all and watch 

2 how it happened. Remember in succession there were four 

3 detectives and psychologists workin~ on these boys. 

4 But here is something that illustrat€s where we 

5 are, and this is Detective Wrisley at the detention 

6 hearing. 

Question: Is it also not true you had an 7 

8 occasion while you were with him" Michael -- "to tell 

9 him that his parents had seen all the evidence and after 

10 seeing the evidence that his parents had chosen to believe 

11 that he had killed Stephanie? " 

12 

13 

14 

Answer: "Are you ask.ing me did I say that?" 

Question: "Yes, sir." 

Answer: " I may have said that, but without 

15 · looking at that portion of the videotape I couldn't answer 

16 one way or the other. " 

17 Question: "Off tape isn't it true that you told 

18 him that his parents believed he had killed Stephanie and 

19 that in fact they did not want to see him any longer?" 

20 Answer: "I don •t recall making a statement off 

21 tape to that effect. " 

22 Question: ~rf I were to tell you that that ' s 

23 what Michael said, that durinq that break when he walked 

24 out of that room and before he came back a changed child, a 

25 changed demeanor, if I were to tell you that he said that 

26 you told him exactly that, that his parents had seen all 

27 the evidence and they were convinced that he killed 

28 Stephanie and that they didn't want to ever see him again, 
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~ you would deny that statement?" 

2 Answer: "If that was the exact quote that he 

3 was sayinq I told him, I would say he's not accu:r.ate." 

4 Question: "Did you tell him anything at all 

5 close to that quote? 

6 Answer: "I can't recall" "I don't recall 

7 telling him anything that is similar to his parents had 

8 seen everything and they were not wanting to see him 

9 again. I don't recall anything along those lines." 

10 

11 

Skipping down ·here. These are all answers. 

"We talked about many thinqs. Somethinq I said 

12 could have caused him to change his mind." 

13 "I don't recall making any statements to that 

14 effect." 

15 "1 don't believe I said anything to Michael 

16 about his parents not wanting to see him again. I can't 

17 think of a reason why 1 would say that." 

18 Redirect examination by the district attorney: 

19 "Do I understand you correctly that you did not say - - I 

20 mean, your answer were, 'I don't recall saying anything 

21 about that? •" 

22 

23 that. 

24 

Answer: "I don't recall saying anything about 

Question: "Do you mean that you didn't or that· 

25 you don't recall?" 

26 Answer: " I don't believe that I would tell a 

27 child that their parents believed us and didn't want to 

28 have ·anything to do with them again. No, I would not say 
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1 something like that. " 

2 That to me is an admission and that is what 

3 illustrates, I believe, why Michael broke down, and when he 

4 broke down, he _gave the scenario that had been handed to 

5 him that had been elicited by looking for the weaknesses 

6 establishing there was a possible jealousy, a game playin<J 

7 problem and put the two to<Jether and you've got your 

8 answer. And the same techniques were used on Jo9hua, and 

9 Joshua's father was brought into that realm and then 

10 eventually used against him. These are some of the things 

ll that I • ve- thought about. And I think the boys will get a 

12 fair trial . I know they will get a fair trial. There are 

13 problems in here. There are things that have to be 

14 answered. 

15 I think the people have established the prima 

16 facie case and the petition for the adult treatment must be 

17 granted in this case. People versus Jones I will simply 

18 cite to you basically conceded by the defense, once the 

19 prima facie has been established, and this is as to direct 

20 perpetration by A~ron, and aiding and abetting by the other 

21 two minors, then the presumption that attends the 707 has 

22 been satisfied and is not -- cannot after the prima facie 

23 be rebutted. 

24 We then have to s~t an arraignment, I believe, 

25 that's within 48 hours. So that would be Monday, if I'm 

26 correct, and we have to set the terms and conditions of the 

27 OR release, which I would like to do at 1:30 because I 

28 would like to discuss that with counsel in chambers, and 
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1 · that will have to be dis~ussed with the parents &a well 

2 because they are going to have to agree to the conditions 

3 that the court will set fo~th in the case. 

4 Is there any other legal issue the co\lrt needs 

5 to cover that I have not? 

6 MS. STEPHAN: Your Honor, I'm not sure, but I 

1 thought from my memory that the court is supposed to 

8 indicate the specific criteria even though it looks like 

9 it's been conceded to~ but just --

10 MS. ATTRlDGE: That's really correct. Yeah, you 

11 do. 

12 THE COURT: Okay. I will go through each one. 

13 The five criteria are as follows the criteria of criminal 

14 sophistication exhibited by the minor~ whether the minor 

ls can be rehabilitated prior to the expiration of the 

16 juvenile court's jurisdictioni the minor's previous 

17 delinquent history; success of previous attempts by the 

18 juvenile court to rehabilitate the minor; the circumstances 

19 and gravity of the offense alleged in the petition to have 

20 been committed by the minor. 

21 It's my understanding that B, C, and D, or 2, 3, 

22 and 4, however you want to look at it, are basically 

23 conceded by the people that the minors previous delinquent 

24 history is nonexistent. There is no existent delinquent 

25 history on behalf pf the minors. And that there have been 

26 no previous attempts by the juvenile court to rehabi~itate 

27 the minors. This one might not be conceded, that the 

28 minors can be rehabilitated prior to the expiration of the 
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juvenile court's jurisdiction. In that case, I feel, 

however, that as to all three, I will make the ruling I 

think as to a~l three; B, C, and D, that that has been 

rebutted successfully as to A and E. That is simply the 

People versus Jones case, and I think I need say no more on 

that issue. 

Now, with respect to the OR release before we 

leave and reassemble at 1:30, I do not feel that the~e 

minors, qiven conditions that I will be imposing, pose a 

risk to the public. That has bee.n a grave concern of mine 

since the beginning of the case I would be doing something 

that could put lives in jeopardy. I do not believe that 

that is the case. 

I will <'.-so say that 1 believe, based on what I 

saw of the interviews of Joshua and Michael, that there is 

need of psychological counseling . And I would consider 

that the same as I would for what would be a physical 

problem where they needed attendance outside of the 

custodial process. And so I think there's enough evidence 

to suggest that to me, that that is also a concern of mine. 

And so I would consider that again at 1:30. 

Is there anything else the court needs to cover 

at this point? 

MS. ATTRIDGE: Where will the boys be until 

1:30, your Honor? 

THE COURT: They'll have to stay here because I 

have to determine the terms and conditions and establish 

with them and their will abide those terms 
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1 and conditions. 

2 MS. ATTRIDGE: Thank you very 111uch 

3 

4 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

1 0 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

2 3 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

MR. MciNNIS: Thank you, your Honor. 

MR. BLAKE: Thank you very much. 
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